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Abstract 
Cossidente, A., About K-configurations in B’. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 84 (1993) 
3599164 
We introduce the definition of I-regular K-configuration proving that the Hilbert function of a 
2-regular K-configuration is the Hilbert function of a complete intersection of two curves with 
degrees depending on the type of the K-configuration. 
Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the Hilbert functions of some ‘special’ configura- 
tions of points in C!?*. Throughout the paper, K will always denote a field. 
We recall from [6], that a standard graded K-algebra is a graded K-algebra 
A = @,,oA,, with A, = K which is generated by finitely many homogeneous 
elements of degree 1. The Hilbert function H, of A is defined by: HA(i) = 
dim,(A,) for i ~0 and HA(i) = 0 for i ~0. 
The first difference AH,(i) of H, is defined by 
AH,(i) = HA(i) - HA(i - 1) for all i . (1) 
LetS={P,,..., P,} be a finite set of s distinct rational points in 9’;. We say 
that the points of S are in generic position if 
H(i) = min ((i;2Jllsl). 
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Let R denote the polynomial ring K[x,,, x,, x2]. Then the Hilbert function H\ of 
S is defined as the Hilbert function of the K-algebra R/Z where I = Z(P,, . . , P,) 
is the ideal of the points P,. From [5] we have the following definition: 
Definition 1. A K-configuration in 9’: is a finite set S of K-rational points in 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
There exist integers 1 I d, < dl < . . . < d,,,, subsets S,, . . . , S,,, of S, 
distinct lines L,, . . . , L,,, such that: 
(i) S is the union of S,‘s; 
(ii) ]S,I = d, ; 
(iii) S,cL,foreachi=l,..., m; 
(iv) L, (1 < i 5 m) does not contain any point of U,<l~,. 
and 
Remark. The K-configuration S defined above is said to be of type (d, , . . . , d,,,), 
because the integers d,, . , d,, are uniquely determined. So we write S = 
S(d,, . . . > 4,). 
Theorem 2 [5]. Let K be any field. For given integers 1 5 d, < d, < . . . -C d,,,, all 
K-configurations S = S(d, . . . . , d,,,) in S’, have the same Hilbert functions de- 
noted by H’“]. ..J’~~~) . If S = S(d,, , d,,,) is u K-configurution in pi, then 
H,(i) = 
H”“. .“~~~-l)(i  1) + i + 1 for i 5 d,,, ~ 1 , 
s for i Z- d,,, - 1 
In purticulur, for i 2 0 and s = cyl, d,, we huve 
Let us observe that the proof of the last theorem provides an easy and rapid 
way to calculate the Hilbert function H’“‘... J’~~~) of a K-configuration S = 
S(d,, . . . , d,,,) in Pi (see [5, p. 881). 
Explicitly, we obtain 
H”‘l. .“,~~‘(i) = c T(,,( j + i - m) ( j = 1, . . . , m) , (5) 
where r,, is the sequence 1 2 . d,. 
The integers d, , . , d,,, for a given O-sequence H(“‘. ‘..‘“ftz) are uniquely 
determined and, in particular, the type of K-configuration is well defined. 
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If H = H’“l... .r’frC), it follows that d,, = o(H) and d,,,_, = ‘T(H(~~,...“‘~~~~I)) = 
o((H - T~~,,,)^) where the symbol ‘A’ stands for the shifting of one place on the left 
and C(H) is the smallest i such that H(j) = const for j 2 i - 1. Two K-configura- 
tions that have the same Hilbert function, are necessarily of the same type. In 
fact, if we assume that H is the Hilbert function of two distinct K-configurations, 
say S = S(d,, . . , d,,,) and S’ = S(d;, . . . , d,:), we have that 
d,, = a(H) = d,;, ; 
= a((~ - 7d,;,)h) = (T(fj(di~-.-~“:,-l)) = d,;_, , 
and so on. 
In this way we obtain that d, = d:, for each i = 1,. . . , m and so S = S’, a 
contradiction. 
We introduce the following: 
Definition 3. A K-configuration S = S(d,, . . , d,,), 1 5 d, <. . . < d,, is said to 
be l-regular if d,, , - d, = 1, for all i. 
Theorem 4. Let S = S(d, , . . . , d,) be a K-configuration in Yi, with 15 d, =C 
d,<... < d,. S is 2-regular if and only if H, is the Hilbert function of a complete 
intersection of two curves with degrees CY and p respectively, where CY = m and p 
depends on d, and d,. More precisely, if d, = 1, then (Y = p = m, and if d, > 1, 
(Y = m and /3 = (d, + d,)/2. 
Proof. (+) Given a K-configuration S = S(d,, . , d,,,) with 15 d, < dz < . . . < 
d,,, the Hilbert function H,s = H”‘l’ --‘drV3) can be obtained from (5) as follows 
H(dl...‘,d”z)(i) = c T(,,( j + i - m) (j = 1, . , m) , 
and so the first difference of HCdl’. ..dfn), as is easy to see, is 
AH’dl.....dtPi)(i) = c A%( j + i - m) (j = 1, . . , m) . (6) 
Let us distinguish two cases: 
(1) d, = 1. Since the K-configuration S is a 2-regular K-configuration, the first 
difference AH can be obtained in the following way: 





11111111111111111111111111111111111111 (d,, times) 
AH: 12. 
where each row is the first difference of T, (i = 1, . . . , m). 
It is clear that AH(i) has maximum value m at m - 1. Moreover, AH is 
symmetric, with symmetric axis the line passing through the points (m - 1,0) and 
(m - 1, m). So we can conclude that AH is the first difference of the Hilbert 
function of a complete intersection of two curves of the same degree (Y. In our 
case (Y = m (see Fig. 1). 
(2) d, > 1. In this case, the function AH can be obtained as follows: 
1.. .l (d, times) 
11.. .11 
(m rows) 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 (d,, times) 
AH: 12. . . 
AH(il 
m-l I 2m - 1 
Fig. 1 
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Also in this case, the maximum value for AH is m. It is symmetric with respect to 
the lines passing through the points (m - l,O), (m - 1, m) and ((d, + d,)i 
2 - l,O), ((d, + d,,/2 - 1, m), being constant in the interval [m - 1, (d, + d,)l 
2 - 11. 
Hence, H is the Hilbert function of a complete intersection of two curves of 
degrees respectively CY = m and p = (d, + d,,)/2 (see Fig. 2). 
(+I) Given cu,p E N, cy 5 p, then the 2-regular K-configuration with m = (Y and 
d, = p - cr + 1, has the Hilbert function of a complete intersection of two curves 
of degrees a and p. 0 
We conclude with the following proposition: 
Proposition 5. If d, I 2, the points of a l-regular K-configuration S = 
S(d,, . . > d,,) with 1 5 d, < dz < . . . < d,,, are in generic position. 
Proof. It is immediate using the discussion on monomial ideals in [4, Section 3, p. 
411. For a given monomial ideal J in R = K[x,, xl], such that the Hilbert function 
of B = 4 = ei,,,Bj is given by 
i 
i+l forO%i<d, 
dim,B, = f for i= d (O<t<d+ I), 
0 for i > d , 
where d is the least integer for which (‘G * ) I (91, we see that configurations 
which correspond to points in generic position are exactly K-configurations of 
type(d ,,..., d,,z),whered, ,..., d,,isthesequence1,2 ,..., mor2 ,..., m+ 
1. The converse does not hold true in general. It is enough to consider the 
K-configuration S = S(1,2,4,5). The points of S are in generic position, but 
clearly, S is not l-regular. Cl 
AH(i) 
m-l d,’ d m _ , 
2 
Fig. 2. 
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